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About This Game

NeuroVoider* is a twin-stick shooter RPG set in a cyber futuristic world about brains shooting around evil robots with nuclear
rocket launchers. Battle through the horde of vigilant robots, boost your character with the smoking remains of your victims,
and defeat the master NeuroVoider to end this eternal war. Play it coop with up to 4 friends, or go alone in an adventure of

hack'n'slash rampage, with a pinch of rogue-lite, and some permadeath.

* may contain explosions.

Features

Action packed top-down shooting. May include explosions.

Local multiplayer up to 4 players. Total coop rampage.

Procedurally generated content and hazards. Hope you don't mind a few game overs.
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8736 unique enemies to blow up. Yes, we counted.

Tons of loot to customize your character with. Explode your foes with that "double twin-plasma shotgun of father doom"
they've just dropped.

Gigantic bosses to challenge your bullet dodging skills. Chances are that they don't fit on your 4K monitor.

Powerful dark synth music by Dan Terminus. May your ears survive the beat.
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Title: NeuroVoider
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Flying Oak Games
Publisher:
Dear Villagers
Franchise:
Flying Oak Games, Dear Villagers
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP

Processor: 1.5 GHz CPU

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 (DirectX® 10) compliant graphics card and driver

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL compatible sound card

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Japanese
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For the price the game is amazing, you might be put off by the thought of there being no one to play with but its not actually an
issue thanks to bots. With how fun the game is and with the whole bots stuff it is great to send your friend a copy to play
together.. GET THIS GAME WHILE ITS ON SALE

this is the best 60 cents I have ever spent

. Stardard documentary. But still very good!. I'd have played it far less if I wasn't trying to get my free cards. Too many negative
side effects to balance out the positive ones. Just not a well balanced game. Shame because it has replay potential.. Brilliantly
designed and executed shmup. I can't think of one negative thing to say about this game. Music, art, design, pacing, secrets -
everything is on point. It clearly takes inspiration from games like Gradius but (in my opinion) it exceeds them in almost every
way.. Great game, can only play ONCE, literally once, you are unable to start a new game, i've tried uninstalling, some people
have had to format their PC (No idea why the heck they'd do that), so over all, not happy.. Seems like it has potential, but the AI
is bugged out and the enemies just drive backwards or get stuck offscreen. Not playable unfortunately.. The pictures seem to
indicate that you can make quests using this software. You can't.

Unfortunately, Game Guru does NOT have funtional AI, a questing system, a dialogue system, or mutliplayer funtionality.

The good. This adds some nice assets which you can use in other games. The bad...

This product can not really do what is advertised which is to say, make a sci fi game, even an extremely limited one.

I spent hundreds of hours modding Morrowind and while I didn't expect Game Guru to be nearly as good as the Morrowind
contruction set (which was released 15 years ago) I did at least think I would have basic options like the ability to create
characters who could communicate with the player or walk on a flat surface. Unfortunately this pack doesn't include that
functionality unless you can code it yourself or find someone else who has.

I hope that a dialogue and questing system will be added as standard. If and when that happens, I would recommend this
package but not before.. The puns and the punching. Gotta love it!. If you are reading this, get this game now!
Hard to say what it is but I'd say a blend of Accounting, The Lab and The Matrix.
This game studio understood what VR is and how to use it.
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It's a simple & relaxing game. It do not have anything special & the sound is okay-ish (at least for me). The game is not good nor
bad but it just "okay"/decent.. Game changing Imersion Factor. The biggest problem I've had with VR is getting around the
Locomotion problem. (See what I did there.) I am not a developer but I ponder over it because this is one of the biggest draw
backs with VR at this moment, Natual Locomotion (NaLo) is an amazing little piece of software that seriously fixes that. I am
not one who is sensitive to motion sickness, see 100's of hours In Elite Dangerous dogfighting in VR, So I don't know how well
it would work for people prone to that. It solves the biggest problem I have when starting a VR game, the inital sliding
movement. It's off putting as we all know, but after a few minutes that feeling subsides and we move over that. With NaLo I
don't get that inital disorentation I just set off and start walking. I have found it so good that when trying to interact with
something in Skyrim VR I move towards it without even thinking about it.

TLDR: Very intuitive control scheme and a possible soultion the Locomotion problem as a whole.. I think this is a fantastic
game which deserves a much greater publicity. The only downside is an AI which can be beaten if you know what you are
doing.
I would heartily recommend this game to anyone who asked.. A glorious sequel!
As a fan of original Fancy Skiing I can say that the sequel fulfills my expectations.. I bought this game just because I wanted to
play something new. I didn't expect it to be this good. What really ties me over is the community levels. They are hard but fun. I
would definetly recomend this game to anyone.. This game loaded up fine first time running Win 10 64bit. Not a bad game at
all for it's time.. The game is not as bad as everyone says. People are intnetionally just buying this, review bombing it, and
refunding it, because they hold a grudge over The Culling 1.

So to be honest its pretty fun. The gunplay is entertaining, Riot Shield is a cool addition and perks are neat.

I do feel like it needs a bigger playerbase to really get things going because as of right now solos only go up to about 30 or so
due to the lack of players.

If you want something similar to pubg with better aiming, faster matches, and a new map, I'd say try it.

. Only a handful of people play this nowadays. Unfortunately, used to be decent.
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